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10.1 Introduction

� Focus: contrast or emphasis/ focus of assertion

� “If contrastive focus, then also assertion focus”

(but not necessarily vice versa)

--contrasted inf. Is always under assertion focus, but items 

under assertion focus may or may not be contracted. 

� “If contrastive, then topical”

--importance involves the speaker’s evaluation

contrast involves the speaker’s evaluation of the hearer’s 

attitude



10.2.1 Predictability, expectation, and 
contrast

� ‘contrast’ depends on the more general cognitive 

dimension of inf. predictability or its converse, counter-

expectancy

� one dimension of inf. predictability is identifiability

� Inf. Predictability doesn't  depend on idetifiability or 

definiteness; it depends on the communicative 

context. 



� Identifiability (definiteness) and predictability
(contrast)

(3)   a.  Joe lent  me a bike.

b.   It was Joe who lent me a bike. 

(>you are right, sb. lent me a bike. But it wasn’t Mary, it was Joe.)

c.   It was a bike that Joe lent me.

(>you are right, Joe lent me a sth.. But it wasn’t a car, it was a bike.)

(3b) the indefinite ‘a bike’ and (3c) the definite ‘Joe’ fall under 
presupposition.

10.2.1 Predictability, expectation, and contrast



10.2.2 Identifiability v.s presupposition

� Definiteness (Identifiability): pertains primarily to 
nominals (‘noun phrases’)

� Presupposition: pertains primarily to propositions (or 
their fragment)

� Either definite or indefinite referents may under the 
scope of assertion.

a. CONTEXT: who did you give the book to?

b. RESPONSE: I gave it to Mary (definite).

c. CONTEXT: What did you give Mary?

d. RESPONECE: I gave her a book (indefinite).



10.2.3 Assertion scope vs. contrastive focus

� Most main clauses have one chunk of new inf. 

The rest of the inf. in the clause is  not under 

the focus of assertion, and is not new inf.

� The contrasted element in the clause is also 

under assertion focus ( the contrastive focus 

automatically “attracts the focus of assertion)



10.2.4 Normative expectation vs. contrast

� When the asserted inf. is not contrastive, we tend to 

consider the clause pattern neutral.

� Any asserted inf. is transacted by the speaker in the 

context of some expectation about what the hearer 
knows or doesn’t know. 

� Extreme limit of the speaker’s expectation about 
what the hearer’s knowledge:

a. Ignorance: the hearer doesn’t know the inf.

b. contrary belief: the hearer holds contrary beliefs



10.2.4 Normative expectation vs. contrast

� Ignorance (non-contrastive response): 

CONTEXT: When did she leave?

RESPONSE: She left at eight.

� Contrary belief (contrastive response):

CONTEXT: She left at seven. 

RESPONSE: No, she left at Eight. 

Coded by contrastive stress



10.2.4 Normative expectation vs. contrast

� The accretion of new inf. in discourse is a gradual 

process, characterized by two important flow 
constraints: 

� Constraints on inf. flow is discourse:

a. the amount of new inf. added in each clause is 

relatively small, perhaps on the average one chunk 
per clause. 

b. The amount of background inf. In each clause ir
relatively large, perhaps on the average two to 
three chunks per clause. 



10.3 Contrastive grammatical 
devices

� Devices with strong contrastive stress

neutral contrasted element

Joe will milk the goat.                       (none)

Stress-focus

a. JOE will milk the goat.                   (subject)

b. Joe WILL milk the goat.                 (auxiliary)

c. Joe will MILK the goat.                   (verb)

d. Joe will milk THE GOAT.               (object)

Cleft

a. it’s JOE who will milk the goat.       (subject)

b. it’s THE GOAT that Joe will milk.    (object)



10.3 Contrastive grammatical devices

� Contrastive pseudo-cleft

a. The one who will milk the goat is JOE.

b. What Joe will do the goat is MILK it.

c. What Joe will do is MILK THE GOAT.

d. What Joe will milk is THE GOAT. 

� non-contrastive pseudo-cleft

a. The one who will milk the goat is Joe.

b. What Joe will do the goat is milk it.

c. What Joe will do is milk the goat.

d. What Joe will milk is the goat.

The pseudo-cleft clause, regardless of the presence or absence of 
contrastive stress, can be describe as having:

(a) A headless REL-clause functioning as its subject; and 

(b) A nominal predicate. 



10.3 Contrastive grammatical devices

� Stress-focus may also apply to bound morphemes, as in:

(14) I didn’t say Induction, I said DEduction

� In personal communication

A: it’s always ME, you’re picking on

B: NO, it’s you I ADMIRE.

� Contrastive focus due to speaker-generated expectation

CONTEXT: I went through the whole family—mom, dad, my 
3 brothers, my sisters, the lot… (normative background)

CONTUINUATION: …it ‘s MY FRIEND MARY who finally 
stepped in and… (counter-norm)



10.3.2 The Y-movement construction
� Y-movement construction is referred as contrastive topicalization. 

This construction involve fronting the contrasted only topical element 
(placing it at the clause-initial position).

� Y-movement is typically set up by the speaker himself/herself.

� Difference between Y-movement and cleft focus:
CONTEXT: She has two brothers, Tom and Jerry.

She likes Tom a lot.
CONTINUATION:

(i) Y-movement:…Jerry she can’t stand.

(II) cleft: …?it’s Jerry that she can’t stand.   
� Y-movement are most typically created by listing various members of a 

group, whose members are expected to display similar behavior or
receive similar treatment. The contrast arise from breaking the 
expectation.

CONTEXT: She can’t stand Tom. 

CONTINUATION:
(i) Y-movement:…?Jerry she can’t stand.

(II) cleft: …No, it’s Jerry that she can’t stand. 
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11.1 Introduction

� The topic-coding constructions in this chapter share a 
common theme—pragmatic use of word-order

� The topic-coding devices covered in this chapter are:

(a) Existential-presentative construction

(b) Left dislocation

(c) Right dislocation

(d) Dative-shifting

(e) Raising



11.2 Functional aspect of Topicalization

� Topicality is a property of the nominal participants in 

clause. Such participants are N or NP—entities.

A. Topical agent: 

He surprised Sylvia by showing up with flowers.

B. Topical event:

His showing up with flowers surprised Sylvia.

� Participant is coded by various topic-marking means 

because it’s topical across a multi-clause span. That 
is recurrent, or being talked about in the clause. 



11.2.1 Referential accessibility and 
thematic importance

� Topicality in connected discourse involves 2 distinct 

aspects of referential coherence:

(a) Anaphoric: the referent’s accessibility (identifiability

in the hearer’s previously stored knowledge)—anaphoric 
grammatical devices clue the hearer searching for the 

referent

(b) Cataphoric: the referent's thematic importance (the 
assignment of the referent’s importance in the subsequent 

discourse)—cataphoric grammatical devices clue the 
hearer about how important the referent will be in the 

upcoming  discourse



11.3 The Variety of Topicalization
Construction

� 11.3.2 Indefinite-subject construction

� Indefinite subject constructions are used to 

introduce new referent into discourse, referents 

are important and tend to persist in the 

subsequence text. 

� Text-frequency and thematic importance:

“Thematically importance referents are likely to 

be talked about more frequently—persistently—

in the discourse.”



� 11.3.2.1 Indefinite articles in Spoken 
English

� Singular indefinite referents in informal spoken 
English are marked by either this or a/an.

a. Subject with ‘this’: …there’s this guy…’

b. Subject with ‘a’:   …and there was a fly to….

c. Object with ‘this’:  …he saw this great bear…

d. Object with ‘a’:   …holding a candy bar…



� Average persistence of indefinite referents 
in spoken English, introduce as subject or 
object, with the article ‘this’ or ‘a’

mean persistence in #

of clause out of the

referent-coding device            next 10 clauses 

subject + ‘this’ 6.95

object + ‘this                        2.40

subject + ‘a’ 1.54

object + ‘a’ 0.56

“this” :   subject   >   object

“a” :      subject   >   object



� Distribution of the high-persistence (TP>2) and 
low-persistence (TP 0-2) tokens within the four 
grammatical categories

marked by ‘this’ marked by ‘a’

sub        obj total                sub          obj total

TP   N   %     N   %       N    %           N   %      N   %    N   %

0-2   4  14.2  10  66.6 14  32.5        10  76.9 89  94.6 99  92.5

>2   24 85.5 5   33.4   29 67.5 3    23.1   5   5.4    8    7.5

Total 28 15           43                 13            94 107

(65.1%)                                                (87.8%)



11.3.2.2 The Existential-Presentative Clause

� Verb Type

Most common: ‘be’, ‘exist’, ‘sit’, ‘stand’, ‘live’, ‘stay’, 
‘remain’ (locational verb) ‘come’, ‘arrive’, ‘appear’, 
‘approach’ (entrance verb)

� Loss of verb agreement

(formal) singular vs. plural � there is vs. there are

(informal) singular vs. plural � there is 

� Inverted word-order

a. Normal S-V-O order (DEF subject)

The bookshelf is near the wall.

b. LOC-V-S order (INDEF subject)

There’s a bookshelf near the wall.



� An Attached Prediction
ECPs includes another predicates under the same intonation 

contour.  

REL-clause
…there were big wrought-iron planters placed along the 
sea-wall… (establish the reverence, coherence, or 
grounding of the newly introduced referent)

Adjective

…there was a sudden explosive…
LOC-phrase

…there were about 30 in the two countries…
N-complement

…there was a still doubt about the nature of…
Possessive phrase

there was the sound of rushing water…
Associative phrase

there was a large park with garden and shade trees….



11.3.2.3 The fronted-locative clause

� The EPC requires no use of the fronted ‘there’

but fronted locative phrase is used and the sub is 

place after the verb.

Ex) And right there near the bar stood a giant biker

On the top of the house was a small zoo. 

Fronted-locative clauses are used to introduces 

unexpected important participants into the 

discourse.



11.3.3 Left Dislocation

� Left dislocation is used to mark important referents—
most commonly definite or generic.

� The anaphoric gap of an L-dislocated referent—the 
referential distance (RD) to its antecedent is relatively 

large. 

<Average RD value for definite referents in spoken English.>

Topic-coding devices     # of tokens in the text      mean RD    media RD

Zero anaphora                   117(16%)                        1.0               1.0

Anaphoric pronoun            423(57%)                           1.6                1.0

R-dislocation                     4(0.5%)                         1.0                1.0

Neutral DEF-noun             113(15%)                          10.0         8.5

L-dislocation 44(6%)                               15.3             19.5

Other definites 24(3.2%)

Toatl:                                742 (100%)             



� L-dislocation is also used as a cue in the turn-taking 
system in conversation, and is often used at turn-initial 
points.

� Syntactic characteristics

(a) A separate intonation contour for the dislocation NP, 
signified in writing by a comma; 

(b) Neutral case-marking of the dislacation NP;

(c) An anaphoric pronoun referring to the dislocation NP 
inside the clause.

Within the clause, the coreferent anaphoric pronouns 
are case-marked, but the  L-dislocated NP itself remains 
unmarked.



11.3.4 Right Dislocation

� Syntactic characteristics

(a) Intonation break between the clause and the dislocated 
NP;

(b) Non-distinct case-marking of the dislocated NP; and 

(c) An anaphoric pronoun onside the clause referring to the 
dislocated NP.

� Functional characteristics

AN R-dislocated NP is typically either definite or generic.

The discourse-pragmatic function of R-dislocation 
assumed that it was an afterthought or a repair device.

R-dislocation seems to be used as a chain-final topic-
marking device; L-dislocated NPs are typically chain 
initial. 



11.3.5 Dative-shifting

� Dative shifting (promote to direct object), the object rends to be 
more typical than the indirect object. 

� Semantic aspects

� The promotion of indirect to direct objects in English is limited to 
dative and benefactive objects. 

Ex) She gave the book to him� She gave him the book. 

� Dative shifting is common when an optional benefactive object is 
present.

Ex) She did a favor for him� she did him a favor.

� When the verb has a human patient, promoting another human to 
DO may create semantic case-role confusion :

Ex) He hit the/a guy for her.

*He hit her the/ a guy.

� Promoting a benefactive to DO seems much more natural when the 
patient/ DO is indefinite.

Ex) Kill me a goat!

?Kill me the goat. 



� Human dative-benefactive, which may appear as 

either indirect or direct object, appear 84% of the 

time as DO, and only 16% as IO. Non-human 

locative object appears 100% of the time as IO.

� Distribution of dative shifting in written English
dative-benefactive locative

Grammatical

Coding device              DO    IO    TATAL                 DO IO    TOTAL

Pronoun                        34      0                        0        0

Name                              4      0                      0        0

Full NP                            0      7                     0       50

N:                                  38      7         45        0       50          50

%                                   84% 16% 100%                 /        100% 100%



11.3.6 Raising
� General characteristics

(a) A verb mental activity has two senses, one involving a nominal 
argument, the other a clausal argument. 

(b) Within the clausal argument. One NP is the important topic, thus 
typically the subject.

(c) The important topic is converted from an argument of a 
subordinate clause to an argument—either object or subject-of the 
main clause.  

(d) “Raising” entails moving the nominal argument to an earlier 
position in the clause.

� Raising to object

� Raising to object most commonly involves verbs of intention, 
perception or cognition whose subject is a dative-experiencer. 

� The raised version may be viewed as a syntactic blend of the 
structure of the verb’s two main senses-the one with a nominal 
object and the one with a clausal complement. 

Ex) a. Nominal obj:                  She saw Joe.

b. Verbal complement:      She saw that Joe left.

c. Raised blend:                She saw Joe leave.    


